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but I don't know how much he wants to be involved. HARC is interested
jin participating--primarily in assessing the effectiveness of an education
program. I'd like to identify, as soon as possible, the person who will

Jead our effort so that he or she can attend the August 4 meeting. I'd
like to get someone thinking about this by July 24-25 so that they can
get prepared for the meeting.
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UUD, ine Marsmaiiese vovernmeni,Te fewyers wno representthemaersnairese
people end all other parties who want to provice input into the plan. In
addition to working the political scene, the perticipents in this
procram will have to be knowledgeable ebout raciation biology, ecology
and cosimetry end become familiar with the weapons testing effort in the
Pacific end @11 activities since. Also, the skills in education, particularly

in communicating technical information to nontechnicé] pecple, are
necessary.

My involvement with this progrem will have to be limited. I will help
the progrem cet uncer way, provice Guicence end monitor the program--
wnich will likely neve hich visibility. It js apt to te very political
and sensitive. Ray Bealman is interested in participéting in the progren,
but I don't know how much he wents to be involved. HARC is interested
in participating--primerily in assessing the effectiveness of en education
program. I'd like to identify, as soon és possible, the person who will
Jead our effort so thet he or she cén attend the August 4 meeting. I'd
like to get someone thinking ebout this by July 24-25 so that they caén
get prepared for the meeting.
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